
Balancing Stacking Blocks Educational Balance Wooden Acrobatic Toys
Game

RRP: $39.95

Introducing the Wooden Building Blocks Toys

Discover the charm of these adorable wooden little bears building blocks,

featuring 12 unique character models with different roles, clothes, and

appearances. The innovative magnet design at the center of each bear

allows them to interchange clothes, providing endless creative

possibilities. With over 16 support points on every model and 12 blocks to

play with, kids will enjoy exploring thousands of ways to build and play.

Exciting and Challenging Gameplay: With three plates for added interest

and challenge, these toys captivate young minds. Their eye-catching

colors and perfect size for tiny toddler hands make them ideal for on-the-

go play and an excellent birthday gift.

Develop Essential Skills: As kids connect the Hercules blocks and keep

them balanced, they enhance fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination,

problem-solving abilities, patience, concentration, and independent

thinking. The classic stacking game is easy to learn yet provides hours of

engaging fun.

Safe and Environmentally Friendly: Crafted from non-toxic, high-quality

wood material, these stacking toys are sturdy, durable, and provide a

satisfying tactile feel. Painted with food-grade water paint, they are safe,

eco-friendly, and won't fade. The smooth edges ensure the safety and

comfort of your child's delicate skin.

Parental Supervision and Safety: Children must play under adult

supervision to ensure safe play. Avoid throwing the toys at each other and

never place small parts in the mouth. If any quality issues are found,

discontinue use immediately. Please be mindful of the choking hazard for

children under 3 years old.

Indulge in creative play and skill-building with these wonderful wooden

little bear building blocks. Provide your little ones with hours of safe and

entertaining playtime while nurturing their imagination and development.

Specifications: Specifications: 

Measures 41 x 29.5 x 1.5cm
Package includes 3 x plates and 18 x sportsman blocks
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